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The standard model was born ~55 years ago



SM can describe all known elementary 
particles and forces

[Won’t mention major deficiencies such as lack of dark matter or matter asymmetry of the 
universe (see talk by Schutz) or neutrino masses (talks by Konaka, McDonald, Park, Chen, 

Danninger, Ilic, Hartz, Caden)]

But there are some cracks…



g-factor of Elementary Fermions (and their 
anomalies) Key in Development of SM
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The Dirac equation coupled to electromagnetism 
explains  for elementary fermionsg ≃ 2

Observation of anomalous  spurred development 
of renormalizable quantum field theory 
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Measuring muon’s anomalous magnetic moment
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 involves a helicity flip 
(mass insertion) so 

 typically (see 
Crivellin, Hoferichter, & Roney on )
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Difference of  
between exp. and SM 

expectation

∼ 4σ

Muon g-2 [2104.03281]



New physics explanations of Δaμ
Huge number of studies of NP explanations of  over the yearsΔaμ

Supersymmetry

see e.g. Czarnecki & Marciano hep-ph/0102122
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Both backed into a corner…

Graham, Hearty, & Williams 2104.10280
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New physics explanations of Δaμ

Gauged Lμ − Lτ

Yet some models remain

Altmannshofer, Gori, Pospelov, & Yavin 1406.2332
Greljo et al. 2107.07518

Some compressed SUSY scenarios

Certain 2HDMS

See e.g. Athron et al. 2104.03691
Muon Collider could robustly probe even 
most difficult scenarios, see Capdevilla, 

Curtin, Kahn, & Krnjaic



CKM Unitarity

Superallowed  -decays: 




Seng, Gorchtein, Patel, & Ramsey-
Musolf 1807.10197: 

0+ → 0+ β

Vud
2

=
2984.432(3) s

ℱt (1 + Δ)

Δ = 0.02467(22) ⇒ Vus = 0.97366(15)

Unitary matrix parametrizes mismatch 
between mass eigenstates & weak 

eigenstates (needed for CP violation as 
observed by BaBar/Belle)

Kaon decays give Vus

Seng, Galviz, Marciano, & Meissner 
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Lepton Flavour Universality

SM predicts charged leptons only differ by 
their mass same electroweak interactions⇒

Can test this with -meson decaysB

e.g.  which should be 

relatively free of hadronic uncertainty

RK =
Br(B+ → K+μ+μ−)
Br(B+ → K+e+e−)

LHCb sees deviation of  in  as 
well as related deviations in  and 

∼ 2.5σ RK
RK* RD(*)

LHCb 2103.11769



CKM vs. Lepton Flavour Universality Violation

Crivellin & Hoferichter (2002.07184) have 
emphasized the interplay between 1st 
row CKM unitarity & apparent LFUV

Parameterize deviations of lepton weak 
interactions from universality (could 

come from e.g. sterile neutrinos)

-decays involve only electrons, kaons 
also involve muons LFUV can affect 

these differently

β
⇒

(PIONEER can help greatly with  and  -decay 
improvements)

πℓ2 π β



W mass measurement

Precise relationship between  and  in SM:
mZ mW

GF =
πα

2 (1 − m2
W /m2

Z) m2
W (1 − Δr)

CDF [Science 376 (2022) 6589] recently 
reanalyzed data to measure mW

Very discrepant with SM 
expectation (and other 

determinations of …)mW



New Physics for ΔmW
The relationship between  and  has long 

been important in constraining new physics, lots of 
examples

mW mZ

Scalar Triplet

(Tree level)

Asadi et al. (2204.05283)

New Fermions

(Loop level)

Asadi et al. (2204.05283)



 Anomaly at ATOMKI8Be

Create excited states of  by 
hitting  with 

8Be
7Li p

Watch  decay8Be*

Excess can be interpreted as 
boson  of mass  

that decays to 
X ∼ 17 MeV

e+e−



New Physics explanations of  Anomaly8Be

Efforts underway at UdeM and 
DarkLight@TRIUMF (see talk by Pachal)

Dark photon? No, deeply excluded by π0 → γA′ 

See also -capture as a probe 
(Chen, DM, & Pospelov)

π

But “proto-phobic” vector is also -phobic

(Feng, Fornal, Galon, Gardner, Smolinsky, 

Tait, & Tanedo)

π0



Wrap up
SM has been impressively successful, product of enormous 

amount of work


Yet some cracks may be appearing in its facade


Surveyed a handful of them but didn’t have time for all, not to 
mention dark matter, matter asymmetry of the universe, etc. as well 
as difficulty of embedding SM in a larger framework (naturalness…)


Leptons (and their anomalies) offer “clean” probes but strong 
interaction can provide difficulties


We need to keep pressing to find what ultimately lies beyond!


